Creating
Flexible &
Engaging
Learning
Environments
The needs and expectations of the ever-evolving education trends encompass flexible, collaborative, and technology-driven furnishings that support classrooms, administrative offices and every secondary learning space in between.

On campuses around the world, educational spaces are becoming more like every-day spaces. The boundaries designating where people learn have blurred, with discussion and collaboration now happening outside classrooms as much as they do inside.
Engaging spaces for small group work, social interaction, or private reflection are key in the transformed workspace. Creating enclaves for teams to connect will fuel resiliency and agility.
Inviting spaces that students want to use are important. They provide settings to get work done as well as to relax, refuel and recharge.
Students desire a place of community, inspiration, and shared purpose that allows them to form connections and collaborate with fellow students.
Administrative areas on campus are now more casual with neutral spaces that allow faculty to socialize and interact, as well as share ideas with each other, instructors and students.